165 FAMILIES SERVED IN KIRYAT GAT

2016 – 2018
2016: 25 FAMILIES
CLIENT
1. Lone elderly, Ethiopian
immigrant
2. Family, mother disabled,
Ethiopian immigrants
3. Poverty stricken family, soldier
son, Ethiopian immigrant
4. Poverty-stricken family,
Ethiopian immigrants, soldier
son
5. Couple, Ethiopian immigrants
6. Elderly man, Ethiopian
immigrant
7. Single mother of 4, & couple
with MS child, Ethiopian
immigrants
8. Elderly, home neglected since
son died. Repair helped her
return to normal life. Ethiopian
immigrant
9. Elderly, & single mother of 2,
Ethiopian immigrants
10. Elderly, Ethiopian immigrants
11. Elderly, Ethiopian immigrant
12. Elderly, Ethiopian immigrants
13. Elderly, Ethiopian immigrant
14. Single mother of 4, Ethiopian
immigrants
15. Disabled, Ethiopian immigrant
16. Single mother of 1 & Elderly
parents, Ethiopian immigrants

REPAIRS PERFORMED
Made the shower accessible for physically disabled elderly. Opens
clogged drain, installed toilet seat. Painted the apartment
Made the shower and kitchen accessible for physically disabled elderly,
replaced electric sockets
Plastered and painted the entire apartment, mold treatment and
extensive plaster and electric work
Fixed faucets, shelves, lite fixtures, shutters

Replaced door handles and faucets, broke a wall to fix drain system
Fixed broken window, faucets, doors, screens and shutters and
installed new floor tiles
Fixed hazardous electricity and laundry lines, painted the entire
apartment and brought in beds for 2 children
Plastered and painted the entire apartment, replaced broken window
affixed shutters and drain system

Plastered and painted the entire apartment, fixed doors, drain and
electric system
Treated severe mold damage in kitchen and shower and painted the
entire apartment
Fixed screens, shutters and laundry lines, mold treatment and painted
the shower
Plastered and painted the entire apartment, fixed plumbing system
Sealed broken window and painted the apartment
Sealed the shower floor and fixed damaged walls
Fixed hot-water and plumbing systems
Plastered and painted the entire apartment, fixed screen and closets
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17. Elderly, disabled, Ethiopian
immigrant
18. Single mother of 5, Ethiopian
immigrants
19. Elderly, Ethiopian immigrant
20. Disabled, Ethiopian immigrants
21. Elderly couple, Ethiopian
immigrants
22. Elderly, Ethiopian immigrants
23. Single mother of 4, Ethiopian
immigrants
24. Poverty-stricken family, father
disabled, Ethiopian immigrants
25. 3 generations, Ethiopian
immigrant

Fix a broken shower system and opened clogged drain
Plastered and painted the entire apartment, electric work and brought
in donated furniture
Plastered and painted the entire apartment and fixed broken windows
Plastered and painted the entire apartment and fixed screen and
kitchen cabinets
Plastered and painted the entire apartment and fixed drain system
Replaced faucets and kitchen floor
Plastered and painted the entire apartment, replaced doors and
electric sockets
Plastered and painted the entire apartment, fixed front door and
electricity
Plastered and painted the entire apartment, sealed walls and fixed
kitchen cabinets

2017: 70 FAMILIES
26. Elderly grandparent, single
mother and 4 children were
forbidden to return home due to
the state of the home.
27. Single mother + 2 children

28. Elderly couple, man in wheel
chair

29. Elderly grandmother (immigrant
from Ethiopia) + single mother +
2 children
30. Couple (immigrants from
Ethiopia)+ 3 children, soldier
daughter
31. Single mother + 2 children
(including an emotionally
challenged son)

Replaced the unusable shower (blocked and flooded), installing a new
plumbing system, tiles and shower accessories. Replaced all sockets
and switches, repaired and cleaned the dark and peeling walls, doors
and doorposts, and treated the entire apartment for mold. After the
project was completed, the children were authorized to return home
Replaced unsafe electrical sockets and switches throughout the home
and installed a new fuse-box. Fixed leaks in shower and the walls that
had crumbled due to the leaks. Cleared broken furniture
Since the man’s wheelchair could not pass through the door of the
bathroom, he had to crawl from his wheelchair to the bathtub. The
team built an accessible shower, installed new plumbing, toilet, sink,
cupboard, and shower accessories, widened the entrance and installed
a new accessible door and handrails
Snakes and scorpions were found under the family’s belongings in the
garden. The team cleared the garden and treated it for pest control
Restored shower to functional state: fixed faucets, window, replaced
showerhead and installed shower accessories. Fixed electrical system,
fixed and painted walls, doors and doorposts, Cleared old and broken
belongings from the apartment
Pulled out moldy parquet floor and replaced it with new tiles. Painted
the home, fixed the shutters, sealed the shower and fixed the
plumbing. Replaced shower with severe mold damage with a new tiled
wall. Repaired lighting, switches and sockets
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32. Single mother + 2 children,
including a sick disabled child
33. Needy family with 4 children
34. Single mother + 3 children
including soldier daughter
35. Elderly man living alone

36. Woman living alone
37. Single mother + 3 children
including soldier daughter and
emotionally-challenged child
38. Woman living alone
39. Disabled single mother + soldier
son (immigrants from Russia)
40. Elderly couple + son
41. Single mother + 4 children
42. Elderly man (immigrant from
Ethiopia)
43. Disabled couple
44. Single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)
45. Holocaust survivor
46. Single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)
47. Couple + 3 children (immigrants
from Ethiopia)
48. Single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from India)
49. Elderly and mentally-challenged
son
50. Immigrant couple + 7 children
from Ethiopia
51. Single mother, grandmother + 5
children
52. Single mother + 1 child
53. Single mother + 2 children

Disabled son would injure himself while crawling on the concrete path
outside the apartment. The Tenufa team smoothed out the path and
installed tiles, making it safe and accessible for him
As “improvised kitchen” was replaced with a new kitchen counter, sink,
drain, faucets and cabinets
Fixed and painted walls and doorposts, replaced all shower ceramic
tiles with new, replaced switches and sockets, fixed toilet door, fixed
faucets, kitchen cabinets and bedroom closets
Home was unlivable. Fixed walls, ceilings and painted, replaced
crumbling wall, installed bathroom cabinets, cleared the yard, added a
fence, replaced sockets, switches and lighting, cleaned the apartment,
arranged for donation of oven and stove
Extensive fixing and painting of walls
Reduced the size of the living room size, created a new bedroom for
children including door and electrical system. Painted entire home
Cleared belongings of deceased sister, fixed roof leak that caused
dampness throughout the apartment
Fixed electrical system, repainted depressing walls, installed lighting,
fixed leaks
Fixed walls and painted
Fixed walls and painted, covered shower walls with tiles
Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and ceiling and painted
Fixed walls and painted
Fixed walls and painted
Replaced broken kitchen with new cabinets, counter, sink, faucet, and
drain. Covered peeling and moldy shower walls with tiles
Installed window in bathroom
All bedrooms were missing doors. Installed 3 new doors and doorpost
including plaster work for fitting
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted
Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and painted
Installed new window, treated mold and painted shower room and
exterior wall damaged by shower leak
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, built wardrobe for
children’s room, covered peeling and moldy shower walls with tiles
Fixed walls and painted
Cleaned and painted moldy shower
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54. Youth at risk club
55. Sick single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)
56. Couple + 2 children (immigrants
from Russia) 1 child mentally
challenged
57. Couple + 4 children
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

Elderly man
Single mother + 3 children
Elderly man
Single mother + children 3
Couple + 8 children (immigrants
from Uruguay)
63. Emotionally challenged man
64. Single mother + 5 children
65. Single mother + 3 children, child
mentally challenged
66. Needy family
67. Single mother + 2 children
68. Elderly couple + 2 mentally
challenged children
69. Single mother + 5 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)
70. Single mother + 1 child
71. Single mother + 3 children
72. Single mother + 2 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)
73. Couple + 5 children (immigrants
from Ethiopia)
74. Single mother + 3 children
75. Single mother + 3 children
76. Emotionally-challenged elderly
hoarder
77. Single mother + 2 children

Painted walls
Shower without tiles caused leaks to neighbor's apartment. Team
covered walls with tiles, installed sink and toilet. Broke wall in living
room and painted apartment
Fixed and painted peeling and moldy walls and doorposts

Fixed walls and painted, fixed and sealed roof leaks, fixed fuse box,
replaced switches and sockets
Fixed leaking toilet, sockets, painted room
Fixed switches, sockets and shutters
Dark home – replaced lighting, switches and sockets
Installed doors
Fixed walls and painted
Replaced door lock
Reduced living room in order to create bedroom: broke and built walls,
door, electrical system, painted
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, replaced showerhead, fixed
toilet
Fixed hole in wall and painted
Replaced showerhead, treated mold, painted, installed shower
accessories
Fixed plumbing and electrical system
Installed faucet and bathroom cabinets
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted
Fixed damp and moldy wall and painted
Fixed and replaced hazardous and dysfunctional switches and sockets
Fixed walls and painted
Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and painted, fixed leaks
Fixed a hole in crumbling wall, fixed lighting
Cleared large amount of dangerous and unhygienic old belongings
Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and painted, fixed all walls,
sealed windows
Fixed walls and painted

78. Elderly man (immigrant from
Ethiopia) emotionally challenged
79. Single mother + 2 children
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted and treated mold
(immigrant from Ethiopia)
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80. Elderly woman + single mother + Old, dysfunctional kitchen replaced with new kitchen cabinets, counter,
children 3
sink, drain and faucet, ceramic tiles on wall and paint
81. Couple + 4 children
Fixed walls and painted, fixed toilet, replaced faucet, fixed leaks,
replaced lighting that caused short cuts, replaced hazardous sockets
82. Elderly disabled man
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, sealed leaks, cleared
accumulated belongings, arranged for donation of sofa
83. Single mother + 1 child
Reorganized apartment, painted apartment, replaced lighting, fixed
(immigrant from Ethiopia)
water heater
84. Single mother + 4 children + 2
Reduced living room size in order to create more bedrooms: built and
children who visit on a bi-weekly painted new walls, installed door and electrical system. Extensive work
basis
to fix electrical system. Installed shower door, cabinets, sink, faucet and
accessories
85. Couple and emotionallyFixed peeling and moldy walls and painted
challenged child
86. Couple + 5 children, mother sick, Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted
father emotionally challenged
87. mother + 3 children Single
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, replaced all door handles,
rearranged electric wires around apartment
88. Single mother + 2 children
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted
(immigrant from Ethiopia)
89. Elderly disabled + 2 emotionally- Cleared old and broken belongings
challenged hoarder sons
90. Emotionally-challenged man
Cleared old and broken belongings, cleaned and replaced lighting
(immigrant from Ethiopia)
91. Emotionally-challenged mother, Installed new kitchen cabinets, counter, sink, drain and faucet. Fixed
deaf father – family living
peeling and moldy walls and painted, installed doors and doorposts to
without a kitchen for 8 months! all rooms, dismantled broken bedroom closets and installed new,
replaced all lighting, sockets and switches
92. Couple + 3 children (immigrants Installed donated kitchen including cabinets, counter, sink, drain and
from Ethiopia)
faucet
93. Emotionally challenged couple – Apartment damaged by fire – massive clearance of belongings including
extreme hoarding
rats and maggots
94. Couple + 6 children
Replaced hazardous and dysfunctional switches and sockets
95. Couple + 8 children
Fixed and painted walls and doors, replaced hazardous and
dysfunctional switches and sockets
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2018: 70 FAMILIES
96. Couple + 8 children

Replaced 2 doors, repaired crumbling walls, painted the entire home.
Built a wall in the living room to create a new bedroom.
97. Immigrants from Ethiopia. Elderly Painted entire home, walls were in poor condition, replaced light
woman + 2 teenage
fixtures and exposed electrical sockets, disposed of existing kitchen and
granddaughters.
installed new donated kitchen including backsplash and faucets.
98. Single father + 3 children
Replaced 6 doors in terrible condition + 2 missing bedroom doors
99. Single mother + 3 children
Repaired and painted walls throughout the home including in the
shower and bathroom. The house was dark: replaced 8 light fixtures.
100. Single mother + 3 children
Repaired and painted walls throughout the home.
101. Couple + 6 children, father is
Installed donated closets and doors, painted the entire home, replaced
deaf
all of the home’s light fixtures, electrical sockets and fuses.
102. Single mother + 3 children
Repaired and painted walls throughout the home, replaced light
fixtures.
103. Couple + 3 children, 1 child is
Repaired and painted walls throughout the home.
disabled.
104. Single mother + 4 children
Bed and closet were broken. Removed them from the home, delivered
and installed donated bed and closet.
105. Single mother + 5 children
Installed new lighting fixtures, repaired and painted walls in the shower
and bathroom, painted the entire home.
106. Single mother + 2 children
Painted, repaired exposed electrical sockets and light fixtures.
107. Elderly man
Fixed & painted walls in the shower, replaced a floor tile, replaced 2
light fixtures.
108. Couple + 8
Painted entire home, replaced light fixtures in the living room (it was
dark).
109. Single mother + 1 child
Repaired and painted walls throughout the home, treated for mold in
the shower, replaced 4 light fixtures.
110. Immigrant from Ethiopia, single Repaired walls, treated for mold, painted the bathroom & shower
mother + 3 children
111. Immigrant from Ethiopia, single Repaired and painted walls throughout the home, replaced all light
mother + 3 children
fixtures in the home (it was dark).
112. Couple + 13 children
Repaired and painted walls throughout the home, fixed peeling walls in
the shower, added light fixtures in the bedroom, organized electrical
wires that were coming through the ceiling.
113. Single mother + 2 children
Painted walls throughout the home, treated for mold in the shower,
(father in senior housing)
replaced light fixtures, fixed a leak in the bathroom.
114. Elderly woman
Small home, repaired and painted all the walls in the home, replaced
light fixtures and exposed electrical sockets.
115. Woman with slight mental
Cleared the house of hoarded items, disinfected the kitchen and
disability, lives alone, hoarder
cleaned the home, replaced light fixtures, repaired and painted walls.
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116. Immigrant from Ethiopia, single
mother + 3 children

Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures

117. Immigrant from Ethiopia, single
mother + 2 children
118. Abused single mother + 2
children
119. Family, immigrants from Ethiopia
120. Elderly couple + 2 grown,
mentally-disabled sons
121. Couple + 3 children, father with
ALS and life support
122. Woman lives alone after children
died
123. Man lives alone
124. Immigrant from Ethiopia, 2
grown children, parents work
125. Young couple

Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures, fixed shutters

126. Single mother + 3 children

127. Single mother + 3 children,
immigrants from Ethiopia
128. Single mother + 1 child
129. Elderly man
130. Couple + 4 children, immigrants
from Ethiopia, children aged 4-12

131. Couple + 5 children, one autistic
132. Elderly man, connected to a
respirator. Lives with a grown
son
133. Visually impaired woman,
mentally disturbed, lives with a
grown son
134. Single mother + 2 children
135. Elderly woman

136. Widow

Helped move to a sheltered apartment
Helped move to a different apartment
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures
Apartment with black walls; fixed walls, painted entire home, replaced
4 doors
Installed donated kitchen
Fixed and painted walls
Collected a donated kitchen and installed it in the couple’s apartment.
The husband helped with the work.
Intensive work repairing and painting walls, replaced light fixtures,
replaced a shower curtain and shower head, installed shelving for a
computer and more
Repaired and painted walls
Painted entire apartment, replaced electrical sockets, fuses and lighting
Fixed electricity, electrical sockets and plugs
Walls throughout the home and especially in the bathroom were in
terrible condition – black. Fixed & painted all walls. Replaced light
fixtures in the kitchen and living room, replaced shower head. Replaced
4 exposed electrical sockets.
Painted entire apartment, replaced lighting fixtures and electrical
sockets
Painted entire apartment, replaced 2 lighting fixtures and 3 electrical
sockets
House in very bad and run-down condition. Painted entire home,
replaced electrical sockets, fuses and light fixtures
Well cared-for home, painted and cleared unnecessary cables
Shower basin had come away from the floor, resulting in leaks into the
neighbor’s apartment. Therefore the neighbor disconnected the water.
The team was called in to seal the shower basin.
Fixed the walls, replaced light fixtures
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137. Couple + 4 children, immigrants
from Ethiopia
138. Couple + 1 child
139.

140.

141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

156.
157.
158.

Fixed the walls, painted throughout the apartment, replaced 3 light
fixtures
Painted the apartment, replaced lighting fixtures throughout the home
and electrical sockets
Holocaust survivor lives alone
Fixed the walls, painted the apartment, replaced all the electrical
sockets and lighting fixtures and fuses, installed new upper kitchen
cabinets, installed 2 new fans
Solitary elderly woman attached All the walls were crumbling from leaks, the shower was in a dangerous
to a respirator most of the time condition with plaster falling from the walls. We repaired and painted
the entire apartment, replaced electrical cables.
Mentally disturbed couple + 2
Fixed walls, painted, replaced 3 lighting fixtures, replaced shower head,
young children
tub and mirror
Single mother + 1 children,
Painted part of the home, replaced 2 lighting fixtures and fixed the
immigrants from Ethiopia
bathroom
Divorced man, immigrant from
Fixed walls, painted entire apartment
India
Couple + 6 children, youngest (7 Painted entire apartment, replaced lighting fixtures
years old) has cancer
Elderly couple
Replaced lights, fixed walls, painted part of the home
Elderly parent + 11 children,
Leaks from the roof caused damage to the walls, carried out repairs
including several minors
throughout the home
Single mother + 6 children,
Painted the apartment, fixed exposed electrical sockets
mother is disabled
Single mother + 1 child,
Painted, fixed electrical sockets
immigrants from Ethiopian
Elderly, sick woman, lives with a Painted the entire home, fixed leaks, replaced electrical sockets and
mentally disabled son
fuses, replaced lighting fixtures
Single mother + 3 teenaged
Replaced exposed electrical sockets, painted shower and bathroom,
children
fixed damage due to leaks
Single mother + 1 child
Painted the apartment, replaced lighting fixtures in the child’s room
Single mother + 6 children
Fixed walls, painted, replaced 5 lighting fixtures
Single mother + 3 children
Painted a room
Single mother + 2 children,
Painted the entire home, fixed and painted walls in shower, replaced
immigrants from Ethiopia
lighting fixtures in the shower (had had no light for almost a year)
Single mother + 2 children,
Replaced lighting fixtures throughout the home, moved into an
helped her move to a new
apartment that had no lighting fixtures. Repaired and painted walls in
apartment
shower after a leak from a neighbor’s apartment had ruined them.
Couple + 7 children
Repaired and painted walls throughout the home, replaced 5 lighting
fixtures, replaced electrical outlets and switches.
2 sisters, one a single mother + 1 Walls in bad shape, repaired and painted the entire home
child
Widow + 2 children, immigrants Repaired doors and walls, repaired and painted bathroom and shower
from Ethiopia
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159. Widow, single mother + 3
children
160. Immigrant from Russia, lives
alone
161. Single mother + 4 children
162. Elderly couple

163. 90-year old man who lives with
his grown daughter
164. Couple

165. Couple + 2 children

Replaced 4 lighting fixtures, repaired a large plaster-board wall that
was full of holes, replaced a rotted kitchen with a new one, including a
tap and wall tiles
Repaired walls, painted a bedroom and shower
Painted the apartment
Installed 2 handrails in the entry of the home so that the woman could
go up the stairs. Painted the apartment, tried to open a clogged pipe in
the bathroom.
Repaired walls and holes in ceiling, painted the entire apartment,
replace 3 exposed sockets, replaced a kitchen faucet and connection
for the washing machine, replaced 2 lighting fixtures
Repaired and painted cracked and peeling walls in 2 rooms, removed a
broken cabinet from a bedroom that was about to fall, installed a
donated cabinet and replaced 2 broken doors
Family living without a kitchen; Tenufa sourced and installed a 2nd-hand
kitchen, including a sink, countertop and cabinets
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